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"This thesis is concerned with the analytical study of the thermal bending, buckling, and post-buckling of unsymmetrically laminated composite beams with imperfection under hygrothermal effects. Three different boundary conditions will be considered on this study. The non-linear governing partial differential equations are derived by taking into account the von-Karman geometrical nonlinearity for an imperfect unsymmetrical laminated composite beam. Classical beam theory (CBT) as well as first order shear deformation theory (FSDT) will be used. The effects of temperature, angle of orientation, moisture variations, imperfection, and geometrical parameters, will be evaluated and discussed. Two different laminated composite laminates will be considered: unsymmetrical cross-ply and unsymmetrical angle-ply."--Abstract.

A simple analytical method for analyzing fiber reinforced polymeric composite beams with hat cross-section is presented. The method includes development of closed-form expression of the axial, bending and their coupling stiffness matrices for the composite beams. The stiffness matrices
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are obtained by transforming the actual geometrical cross-section of the beam into an equivalent plate using transformation matrices and Parallel Axis theorem. Ply stresses due to mechanical as well as thermal load can easily be obtained at any given location of the beam section. In this approach, the effect of induced in-plane deformation due to bending for an unsymmetrical cross-section is included while the conventional analysis, using the smeared properties, ignores this coupling effect. Finite element analysis was conducted to obtain the results for comparison. It is concluded that the axial and bending stiffness obtained by the present method gives excellent agreement to the finite element results as compared with the conventional method. Significant error is observed for axial stiffness comparison between conventional and finite element results. Experimental bending stiffness values of I-beams are also used for comparison and good conformity is observed using present method. A simple closed form solution is derived based on the extensional application of developed method to obtain ply stresses due to thermal loading. Results were validated and excellent agreement is observed with the finite element model. Location of centroid and shear center plays an important role in engineering analysis as extension/bending and bending/twisting are decoupled at these locations, respectively. For composite material, these locations are dependent not only on cross sectional geometry but also on the material properties. Based on the stiffness matrices obtained, a simple methodology is developed to determine these locations. Results are validated by comparing with isotropic materials and also by observing the behavior of composite material for symmetric and unsymmetric cases. It is concluded that the present method provides generic solution for the design and analysis of laminated composite beams with significant accuracy and ease. The developed tool is handy in providing the parametric study for composite structural design.

Steel and composite steel-concrete structures are widely used in modern bridges, buildings, sport stadia, towers, and offshore structures. Analysis and Design of Steel and Composite Structures offers a comprehensive introduction to the analysis and design of both steel and composite structures. It describes the fundamental behavior of steel and composite members and structures, as well as the current design criteria and procedures given in Australian standards AS/NZS 1170, AS 4100, AS 2327.1, Eurocode 4, and AISC-LRFD specifications. Featuring numerous step-by-step examples that clearly illustrate the detailed analysis and design of steel and composite members and connections, this practical and easy-to-understand text: Covers plates, members, connections, beams, frames, slabs, columns, and beam-columns Considers bending, axial load, compression, tension, and design for strength and serviceability Incorporates the author’s latest research on composite members Analysis and Design of Steel and Composite Structures is an essential course textbook on steel and composite structures for undergraduate and graduate students of structural and civil engineering, and an indispensable resource for practising structural and civil engineers and academic researchers. It provides a sound understanding of the behavior of structural members and systems.

This book provides the basis for calculations of composite structures, using continuum mechanics to facilitate the treatment of more elaborate theories. A composite structure combines traditional materials (such as concrete) with new materials (such as high performance fibres) to explore and develop new structures. The author deals with individual layers in laminate composites, discussing the basic laws that govern mixtures. Recommended for both student and professional use A systematic, compact presentation in a single volume Covers the governing equations of composite beams, plates and structures

This book provides an overview of state-of-the-art methods in computational engineering for modeling and simulation. This proceedings volume includes a selection of refereed papers presented at the International Conference on Advances in Computational Mechanics (ACOME) 2017, which took place on Phu Quoc Island, Vietnam on August 2-4, 2017. The contributions highlight recent advances in and innovative applications of
computational mechanics. Subjects covered include: biological systems; damage, fracture and failure; flow problems; multiscale multiphysics problems; composites and hybrid structures; optimization and inverse problems; lightweight structures; computational mechatronics; computational dynamics; numerical methods; and high-performance computing. The book is intended for academics, including graduate students and experienced researchers interested in state-of-the-art computational methods for solving challenging problems in engineering.

This book is an adventure into the computer analysis of three dimensional composite structures using the finite element method (FEM). It is designed for Universities, for advanced undergraduates, for graduates, for researchers, and for practising engineers in industry. The text advances gradually from the analysis of simple beams to arbitrary anisotropic and composite plates and shells; it treats both linear and nonlinear behavior. Once the basic philosophy of the method is understood, the reader may expand its application and modify the computer programs to suit particular needs. The book arose from four years research at the University of Stuttgart, Germany. We present the theory and computer programs concisely and systematically so that they can be used both for teaching and applications. We have tried to make the book simple and clear, and to show the underlying physical and mathematical ideas. The FEM has been in existence for more than 50 years. One of the authors, John Argyris, invented this technique in World War II in the course of the check on the analysis of the swept back wing of the twin engined Meteor Jet Fighter. In this work, he also consistently applied matrix calculus and introduced triangular membrane elements in conjunction with two new definitions of triangular stresses and strains which are now known as the component and total measures. In fact, he was responsible for the original formulation of the matrix force and displacement methods, the forerunners of the FEM.

Nonlinear Finite Element Analysis of Composite and Reinforced Concrete Beams presents advanced methods and techniques for the analysis of composite and FRP reinforced concrete beams. The title introduces detailed numerical modeling methods and the modeling of the structural behavior of composite beams, including critical interfacial bond-slip behavior. It covers a new family of composite beam elements developed by the authors. Other sections cover nonlinear finite element analysis procedures and the numerical modeling techniques used in commercial finite element software that will be of particular interest to engineers and researchers executing numerical simulations. Gives advanced methods and techniques for the analysis of composite and fiber Reinforced Plastic (FRP) and reinforced concrete beams Presents new composite beam elements developed by the authors Introduces numerical techniques for the development of effective finite element models using commercial software Discusses the critical issues encountered in structural analysis Maintains a clear focus on advanced numerical modeling

This book is aimed at developing the elementary analysis skills, familiarity and intuitive feel for composite construction that is required by undergraduate and graduate students, and by structural engineers. It does not require a prior knowledge of advanced analysis and design techniques, but builds on simple concepts such as statics and the mechanics of materials. A topic is first introduced by a brief description, with numerous carefully-chosen examples forming an integral part of the main text. Working through the examples allows the reader to gain a full understanding of the subject, as a technique is illustrated by its application to the design of new structures, or the important area of assessing and upgrading existing structures. The techniques described for the analysis of standard structures form a basis for understanding the way composite structures work, and these techniques are applied to many non-standard forms of composite construction that are rarely covered in national standards, if at all. The book is an essential purchase for all undergraduate and postgraduate students of structural and civil engineering, as well as all practitioners.
A methodology was developed for the structural analysis of composite rotor blades. This coupled-beam analysis is relatively simple to use compared with alternative analysis techniques. The beam analysis was developed for thin-wall single-cell rotor structures and includes the effects of elastic coupling. This paper demonstrates the effectiveness of the new composite-beam analysis method through comparison of results of the coupled-beam analysis with those of an established baseline analysis technique. The baseline analysis is an MSC/NASTRAN finite-element model built up from anisotropic shell elements. Deformations are compared for three linear static load cases of centrifugal force at design rotor speed, applied torque, and lift for an ideal rotor in hover. A D-spar designed to twist under axial loading is the subject of the analysis. Results indicate the coupled-beam analysis is well within engineering accuracy.

Thermal Stress Analysis of Composite Beams, Plates and Shells: Computational Modelling and Applications presents classic and advanced thermal stress topics in a cutting-edge review of this critical area, tackling subjects that have little coverage in existing resources. It includes discussions of complex problems, such as multi-layered cases using modern advanced computational and vibrational methods. Authors Carrera and Fazzolari begin with a review of the fundamentals of thermoelasticity and thermal stress analysis relating to advanced structures and the basic mechanics of beams, plates, and shells, making the book a self-contained reference. More challenging topics are then addressed, including anisotropic thermal stress structures, static and dynamic responses of coupled and uncoupled thermoelastic problems, thermal buckling, and post-buckling behavior of thermally loaded structures, and thermal effects on panel flutter phenomena, amongst others. Provides an overview of critical thermal stress theory and its relation to beams, plates, and shells, from classical concepts to the latest advanced theories. Appeals to those studying thermoelasticity, thermoelectrics, stress analysis, multilayered structures, computational methods, buckling, static response, and dynamic response. Includes the authors' unified formulation (UF) theory, along with cutting-edge topics that receive little coverage in other references. Covers metallic and composite structures, including a complete analysis and sample problems of layered structures, considering both mesh and meshless methods. Presents a valuable resource for those working on thermal stress problems in mechanical, civil, and aerospace engineering settings.

This book is an adventure into the computer analysis of three dimensional composite structures using the finite element method (FEM). It is designed for Universities, for advanced undergraduates, for graduates, for researchers, and for practising engineers in industry. The text advances gradually from the analysis of simple beams to arbitrary anisotropic and composite plates and shells; it treats both linear and nonlinear behavior. Once the basic philosophy of the method is understood, the reader may expand its application and modify the computer programs to suit particular needs. The book arose from four years research at the University of Stuttgart, Germany. We present the theory and computer programs concisely and systematically so that they can be used both for teaching and applications. We have tried to make the book simple and clear, and to show the underlying physical and mathematical ideas. The FEM has been in existence for more than 50 years. One of the authors, John Argyris, invented this technique in World War II in the course of the check on the analysis of the swept back wing of the twin engined Meteor Jet Fighter. In this work, he also consistently applied matrix calculus and introduced triangular membrane elements in conjunction with two new definitions of triangular stresses and strains which are now known as the component and total measures. In fact, he was responsible for the original formulation of the matrix force and displacement methods, the forerunners of the FEM.

This two-volume set constitutes the refereed post-conference proceedings of the 8th International Conference on Advancement of Science and Technology, ICAST 2020, which took place in Bahir Dar, Ethiopia, in October 2020. The 74 revised full papers were carefully reviewed and selected from more than 200 submissions of which 157 were sent out for peer review. The papers present economic and technologic developments in modern societies in 6 tracks: Chemical, food and bio-process engineering; Electrical and computer engineering; IT, computer science and software engineering; Civil, water resources, and environmental engineering; Mechanical and industrial engineering; Material science...
and engineering.

This book presents selected, peer-reviewed proceedings of the 2nd International Conference on Material, Machines and Methods for Sustainable Development (MMMS2020), held in the city of Nha Trang, Vietnam, from 12 to 15 November, 2020. The purpose of the conference is to explore and ensure an understanding of the critical aspects contributing to sustainable development, especially materials, machines and methods. The contributions published in this book come from authors representing universities, research institutes and industrial companies, and reflect the results of a very broad spectrum of research, from micro- and nanoscale materials design and processing, to mechanical engineering technology in industry. Many of the contributions selected for these proceedings focus on materials modeling, eco-material processes and mechanical manufacturing.

This study presents the warpage analysis in thin-walled beams of arbitrary open cross section subjected to dynamic loads. Strength analysis has also been conducted for laminated composite beams under static loading conditions. The beam has seven displacement degrees of freedom at each node and the element formulation is based on Vlasov theory of thin-walled beams. Coupling between the force and moment resultants, and the transverse shear deformation have been accounted in the development of laminated composite beam theory. Hellinger-Reissner mixed variational principle is used in element formulation, with an augmented Lagrangian to impose the constraint condition on the rotational degree of freedom. A lumped mass matrix for the beam element has been derived, and central difference scheme is used for explicit time integration. The convergence of 2-node and 3-node thin-walled beam finite elements is studied and the results presented. An eigenvalue analysis is also performed using the lumped mass matrix. Several examples of dynamic loading are studied, and the time history results are compared with implicit time integration results obtained using 3D shell models in ANSYS. Results are also presented for various laminate stacking sequences.

This book concerns the development of novel finite elements for the structural analysis of composite beams and blades. The introduction of material damping is also an important aspect of composite structures and it is presented here in terms of their static and dynamic behavior. The book thoroughly presents a new shear beam finite element, which entails new blade section mechanics, capable of predicting structural blade coupling due to composite coupling and/or internal section geometry. Theoretical background is further expanded towards the inclusion of nonlinear structural blade models and damping mechanics for composite structures. The models effectively include geometrically nonlinear terms due to large displacements and rotations, improve the modeling accuracy of very large flexible blades, and enable the modeling of rotational stiffening and buckling, as well as, nonlinear structural coupling. Validation simulations on specimen level study the geometric nonlinearities effect on the modal frequencies and damping values of composite strips of various angle-ply laminations under either tensile or buckling loading. A series of correlation cases between numerical predictions and experimental measurements give credence to the developed nonlinear beam finite element models and underline the essential role of new nonlinear damping and stiffness terms.

The book presents research papers presented by academicians, researchers, and practicing structural engineers from India and abroad in the recently held Structural Engineering Convention (SEC) 2014 at Indian Institute of Technology Delhi during 22 – 24 December 2014. The book is divided into three volumes and encompasses multidisciplinary areas within structural engineering, such as earthquake engineering and structural dynamics, structural mechanics, finite element methods, structural vibration control, advanced cementitious and composite materials, bridge engineering, and soil-structure interaction. Advances in Structural Engineering is a useful reference material for structural engineering fraternity including undergraduate and postgraduate students, academicians, researchers and practicing engineers.
Annotation This is the first monograph devoted to the foundation of the theory of composite anisotropic thin-walled beams and to its applications in various problems involving the aeronautical/aerospace, helicopter, naval and mechanical structures. Throughout the theoretical part, an effort was made to provide the treatment of the subject by using the equations of the 3-D elasticity theory. Non-classical effects such as transverse shear, warping constraint, anisotropy of constituent materials yielding the coupling of twist-bending (lateral), bending (transversal)-extension have been included and their implications have been thoroughly analyzed. Thermal effects have been included and in order to be able to circumvent their deleterious effects, functionally graded materials have been considered in their construction. Implications of the application of the tailoring technique and of the active feedback control on free vibration, dynamic response, instability and aeroelasticity of such structures have been amply investigated. Special care was exercised throughout this work to address and validate the adopted solution methodologies and the obtained results against those available in the literature and obtained via numerical or experimental means.

This study includes analysis of laminates including calculation of structural section properties and failure prediction and analysis of composite laminated beams. The analysis of the laminated composite beams covers: (1) beam with a solid rectangular cross-section subjected to a transverse load; (2) beam with a I-section under bending; (3) beam with a squared tubular section under bending; (4) beam with truss section under bending. An ANSYS finite element analysis for each beam is conducted to verify the results obtained by analytical model. Excellent agreements between FEM and analytical method were obtain. A user friendly computer analysis using MATLAB via Graphical User Interface (GUI) programming in all the process is developed. The application allows users to conduct parametric study in composite beam design faster and with confident accuracy.

The goal of this effort is to develop shear-deformable finite elements which can be used to find the natural frequencies of composite beams. The first objective of the study is to derive the mass and stiffness matrices for the elements of interest and incorporate them into computer programs which can be used to estimate the natural frequencies of composite beams. Composite beams of interest include sandwich beams and those of fiber-reinforced laminated construction. Elements based on the beam theories of Bernoulli-Euler, Timoshenko, Levinson-Bickford, as well as a general third-order beam theory are considered. The elements ignore transverse normal strain, coupling between longitudinal and lateral motion caused by Poisson effects, and damping, and are limited to linear, elastic materials. However, both isotropic and orthotropic layers in symmetric and nonsymmetric configurations can be accommodated. In addition, the elements can impose a kinematic constraint on the entire beam or on individual layers within the beam. This study refers to elements which employ the latter approach as "stacked elements". The second objective is to evaluate the performance of the elements to determine when higher-order elements, including stacked elements, are needed to account for the effect of shear deformation on the natural frequencies of composite beams. Efforts associated with this objective indicate all elements developed are accurate within the limits of their respective theories. All elements possess good monotonic convergence properties and do not lock in the thin-beam limit. In addition, the evaluation reveals that the Bernoulli-Euler beam element is generally limited to cases involving the lower natural frequencies of long, slender beams made out of homogeneous materials having a low degree of orthotropy. (The degree of orthotropy is given by the ratio of Young's modulus in the longitudinal direction to the transverse shear modulus in the plane of the beam.) The Timoshenko beam element can be used effectively for homogeneous and composite beams possessing fairly high degrees of orthotropy if the analyst is able to choose an appropriate value for the shear correction factor associated with Timoshenko's theory. The Levinson-Bickford theory does not require a correction factor, and the element based on this theory can be used with confidence as long as the degree of orthotropy is not too high. As the degree of orthotropy increases, the analyst must rely on the third-order element to attain an adequate level of accuracy. Finally, it is found that stacked elements must be used in the analysis of sandwich beams when the shear modulus of the facings is much larger than the shear modulus of...
the core. In addition to this condition, the facings must be thick enough to prevent the deformation of the core from dominating the strain energy of the beam.

In recent years, bridge engineers and researchers are increasingly turning to the finite element method for the design of Steel and Steel-Concrete Composite Bridges. However, the complexity of the method has made the transition slow. Based on twenty years of experience, Finite Element Analysis and Design of Steel and Steel-Concrete Composite Bridges provides structural engineers and researchers with detailed modeling techniques for creating robust design models. The book’s seven chapters begin with an overview of the various forms of modern steel and steel-concrete composite bridges as well as current design codes. This is followed by self-contained chapters concerning: nonlinear material behavior of the bridge components, applied loads and stability of steel and steel-concrete composite bridges, and design of steel and steel-concrete composite bridge components. Constitutive models for construction materials including material non-linearity and geometric non-linearity. The mechanical approach including problem setup, strain energy, external energy and potential energy), mathematics behind the method Commonly available finite elements codes for the design of steel bridges explains how the design information from Finite Element Analysis is incorporated into Building information models to obtain quantity information, cost analysis.

This book presents a comprehensive study of the nonlinear statics and dynamics of composite beams and consists of solutions with and without active elements embedded in the beams. The static solution provides the initial conditions for the dynamic analysis. The dynamic problems considered include the analyses of clamped (hingeless) and articulated (hinged) accelerating rotating beams. Two independent numerical solutions for the steady state and the transient responses are presented. The author illustrates that the transient solution of the nonlinear formulation of accelerating rotating beam converges to the steady state solution obtained by the shooting method. Other key areas considered include calculation of the effect of perturbing the steady state solution, coupled nonlinear flap-lag dynamics of a rotating articulated beam with hinge offset and aerodynamic damping, and static and dynamic responses of nonlinear composite beams with embedded anisotropic piezo-composite actuators. The book is intended as a thorough study of nonlinear elasticity of slender beams and is targeted to researchers, graduate students, and practicing engineers in the fields of structural dynamics, aerospace structures, and mechanical engineering.

"The purpose of this Thesis is to study the nonlinear analysis of antisymmetrically laminated composite beams including shear deformation subjected to harmonic excitation, using a 20-degree of freedom finite element beam."--Leaf v.

This new edition of our 2016 book provides insight into designing intelligent materials and structures for special application in engineering. Literature is updated throughout and a new chapter on optics fibers has been added. The book discusses simulation and experimental determination of physical material properties, such as piezoelectric effects, shape memory, electro-rheology, and distributed control for vibrations minimization.

Tapered composite beams formed by terminating or dropping-off some of the plies from primary structure are being used in various engineering applications. Because of their structural tailoring capabilities, damage tolerance and potential for creating significant weight savings in helicopter yoke, robot arms and turbine blades, tapered composite beams have received much attention from engineers and researchers. Design of mechanical components using tapered composite beams requires a better understanding of their behavior on free and forced vibrations. Free and forced vibration analysis including the effects of axial force and damping of tapered composite beams is conducted using conventional, and higher-
order finite elements and the Rayleigh-Ritz method. Composite beam samples are manufactured and tested for the determination of mechanical properties and damping loss factor. A detailed parametric study is conducted to investigate the effects of boundary conditions, laminate configuration, taper configurations, taper angle, the ratio of the length of the thick section to the length of thin section, axial force, and damping.

New and not previously published U.S. and international research on composite and nanocomposite materials focuses on health monitoring/diagnosis, multifunctionality, self-healing, crashworthiness, integrated computational materials engineering (ICME), and more. Applications to aircraft, armor, bridges, ships, and civil structures. This fully searchable CD-ROM contains 270 original research papers on all phases of composite materials, presented by specialists from universities, NASA, and private corporations such as Boeing. The document is divided into the following sections: Aviation Safety and Aircraft Structures; Armor and Protection; Multifunctional Composites; Effects of Defects; Out of Autoclave Processing; Sustainable Processing; Design and Manufacturing; Stability and Postbuckling; Crashworthiness; Impact and Dynamic Response; Natural, Biobased and Green; Integrated Computational Materials Engineering (ICME); Structural Optimization; Uncertainty Quantification; NDE and SHM Monitoring; Progressive Damage Modeling; Molecular Modeling; Marine Composites; Simulation Tools; Interlaminar Properties; Civil Structures; Textiles. The CD-ROM displays figures and illustrations in articles in full color along with a title screen and main menu screen. Each user can link to all papers from the Table of Contents and Author Index and also link to papers and front matter by using the global bookmarks which allow navigation of the entire CD-ROM from every article. Search features on the CD-ROM can be by full text including all key words, article title, author name, and session title. The CD-ROM has Autorun feature for Windows 2000 or higher products and can also be used with Macintosh computers. The CD includes the program for Adobe Acrobat Reader with Search 11.0. One year of technical support is included with your purchase of this product.

The dynamic behavior of solid structures is an important aspect that must be considered in the design phase to ensure that the designed structure will have desired response under external excitation. Periodic structures with varying geometries and materials have been examined under analytical, numerical and experimental ways when looking into current literature. There has been a confirmation of attenuation of wave propagation in periodic structures compared to non-periodic ones. The inclusion of laminated fiber-reinforced composite materials to periodic structures are yet to be heavily researched. Laminated fiber-reinforced composite materials, in general, give an additional design characteristic, which is the stacking sequence of the plies. The ability to create materials that work for a design instead of designing based on available materials makes them a powerful solution to future problems. In this work, a commercial finite element analysis software (FEA), SOLIDWORKS, was used to analyze the natural frequencies of periodic beams with periodic laminated fiber-reinforced composite patched. Then with the use of composite lamination theory and wave finite element (WFE) method, an in-house code was developed to plot bending frequencies, and solve for "stop bands". Along with the in-house code, an attempt to make a simplified rectangular twist element using a stiffness factor relative to a circular shaft was done to enable analyzing twisting modes of vibration. Finally, experimental studies were done to show the effectiveness of periodic wave guides. Using a surface model, SOLIDWORKS allows composite materials to be defined and studied. The natural frequencies agreed with isotropic cantilever beam bending frequencies and composite beam analytical theory. When sweeping angle of the periodic ply, and viewing the change in frequencies, it was shown, for a laminated fiber-reinforced periodic cantilever beam, that the angle of the plies affects the natural frequencies less as number of plies increase. A sensitivity analysis was done investigating the effects of periodic beam parameters on stopbands, using the in-house MATLAB code and a laminated fiber-reinforced composite material. Using formulas for effective stiffnesses for symmetric laminated composites, a beam element was defined. The element was seen to have agreement with analytical solutions within 2.75% for the first five bending modes. Number of plies (NP), periodic segment ratio (PSR), periodic ply angle (PPA), and number of cells (NC) were swept to show how each affects the location and width of the stopbands. Experimental modal testing was conducted to verify the presence of the stop bands utilizing periodic fiber-reinforced composite patches. An aluminum beam was outfitted with carbon fiber-reinforced composite patches and compared to
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numerical results. With the use of an accelerometer, shaker and clamp system, a cantilever support was created and bending modes of vibration were plotted. A trend that resembles the computational results was seen, and a stop band was found in a similar frequency range as in the computational results.

A finite element model based on the layer-wise theory and the von Kármán type nonlinear strains is used to analyze damage in laminated composite beams. In the formulation, the Heaviside step function is employed to express the discontinuous interlaminar displacement field at the delaminated interfaces. Two types of the most common damage modes in composite laminates are investigated for cross-ply laminated beams using a numerical approach. First, a multi-scale analysis approach to determine the influence of transverse cracks on a laminate is proposed. In the meso-scale model, the finite element model based on the classical laminate theory provides the material stiffness reduction in terms of the crack density by computing homogenized material properties of the cracked ply. The multiplication of transverse cracks is predicted in a macro-scale beam model under bending loads. In particular, a damage analysis based on nonlinear strain fields in contrast to the linear case is carried out for a moderately large deformation. Secondly, the effect of delamination in a cross-ply laminated beam under bending loads is studied for various boundary conditions with various cross-ply laminate lay-ups. The crack growth of delamination is predicted through investigating the strain energy release rate. Finally, the interactions of a transverse crack and delamination are considered for beams of different configurations. The relationships between the two different damage modes are described through the density of intralaminar cracks and the length of the interlaminar crack. It is found that geometric nonlinearity plays an important role in progression of interlaminar cracks whereas growth of intralaminar cracks is not significantly influenced. This study also shows that the mixture of fracture mode I and II should be considered for analysis of delamination under bending loads and the fracture mode leading delamination changes as the damage develops. The growth of delamination originated from the tip of the transverse crack is found to strongly depend on the thickness of 90-degree layers as well as the transverse crack density. Further, the effect of interfacial crack growth on the transverse cracking can be qualitatively determined by the delamination length, the thickness of 90-degree layers and the transverse crack density.

This sixth workshop furthers and reinforces the interaction among researchers, engineers, and scientists working on Composites in Canada and in Japan.

The use of RP/composite materials in load-bearing applications requires an in-depth understanding of their structural mechanics. This book provides a very detailed, quantified presentation of this important subject.

The research work focuses on analysis of composite beam, where a closed form analytical solution was developed to determine the sectional properties of composite beam with unsymmetrical C cross section. The sectional properties such as centroid, equivalent axial stiffness and equivalent bending stiffness are computed. A parametric study of shear center and centroid with different layup sequences was conducted using the developed solution. The ply stresses of uneven flanges of the C beam subjected to axial load and bending moment is also calculated analytically and is verified by finite element analysis. The result from the proposed theory gives excellent agreement with the ANSYS (TM).

Proceedings of the Second International Conference on Advanced Composite Materials and Technologies for Aerospace Applications held at Glynd...